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Social Initiatives
By SimbaQuartz

“ Changing Lives
We Rise By Lifting Others “
The fulfilling feeling of giving back and contributing to society is unparalleled. No one has ever become poor by sharing. It involves a certain amount
of giving. It’s not how much we give but how much love we put into giving.
As we grow older, we discover that we have two hands — one for helping ourselves and the other for helping others.” We all come to the world with the
joy of having things, but when we leave this world, we should have experienced the joy of contributing and giving back to the society. That is a mature
joy, the real joy.There’s nothing more rewarding than giving back and making
a difference in the lives of the people in this great community.
“ Giving is not just about making a donation. It is about making a difference.”

Some of the social activities under the social initiatives of SimbaQuartz for the
month of September - 2021

Financial Aid :
A).
Ms. Dalbir Kaur Ji, a helper at our SimbaQuartz asked for help as her husband
lost his cycle and we extended our hand in her hour of difficulty.
B).
Our CEO of SimbaQuartz, Mandeep Kaur Tangra was overjoyed by the
gracious invitation as a Chief Guest at a two-day volleyball tournament from
Bal Krishan Ji, Sarpanch of Village Bagowal near Balachaur. With his and the
resident’s kind support, a two-day volleyball tournament was held. I was very
happy to see the enthusiasm of the villagers of the area towards mutual
community and sports. I was extremely happy to offer the prize to the first
place winners (Under 17) team from our company SimbaQuartz. Very good
sportsmanship was seen in every player, it was a good sign for our Punjab
that our youngsters are dwelling their interest in sports. I appeal to all the
people of Punjab to organize such sports fairs as much as possible so that
the youth of Punjab becomes drug-free and raises the name of Punjab.
Sports do not only create the brotherhood but also create healthier
communities.

C).
Garib Niwaz Charitable Trust, Umarpur, Batala performed marriages of 11
poor daughters with the Almighty’s grace and presence. I thank the Trust for
inviting me as a guest and felt a great privilege to offer heartfelt prayers and
blessings for the newlyweds and monetary help was extended to them. I was
accompanied by DC Mohammad Ishfaq (IAS) and other dignitaries. I appeal
to the people all around to do their part and to take out Dasvandh from their
good earnings and continue to offer to the needy families in one way or the
other.

Food Sharing Campaign :
We are overwhelmed that God has given us that we can easily share and
give a broad smile on the face of others. One food sharing campaign was
organized in the Jandiala Guru Slum area and the other at the Beas slum
area. We were so glad to give healthy, replenishing & abundant food to small
kids and other family members.

Education :
Gurpreet Kaur, Ajaypal Singh, Gurjinder Singh & Jaspreet Singh are learning
for free at SimbaQuartz. They are learning graphic designing and social
media marketing free of cost from our team, with separate computers
arranged for them. We aim to support the young generation of the village
who prefers education and those who have a desire to
learn in any way so that they become capable of getting a job shortly.

